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How to join SHCUG.                                                                                                                                          
Visit our Education Centre and drop in at one of our weekly activities to collect an application form. 
Payment can be made in cash or by cheque and handed to a tutor.  
Alternatively, send the application form and cheque, made out to SHCUG, to the following address:  
The Treasurer,SHCUG,c/-HarbisonCare, 6/2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, NSW, 2576.   !
Renewing memberships. 
Renewal forms are sent out each year in early December to all current members by email, with all the 
relevant information needed to renew membership for the upcoming year.  !
Correspondence: Letters to the committee can be addressed to  2015committee@gmail.com   !
Weekly activities held in Unit 5 and 6. 
Monday mornings, from 10 to 12 noon	 Members Helping Members.    J&M Oprey         4862-1584 
Monday afternoons, from 1 to 5 pm.	 Apple Group		                   Richard Spear      4872-1960 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	      Martina Oprey     4862-1584 
First Tuesday of the month,	 	 Genealogy	 	 	      Maxine Gray 	 4869-4958 
from 10 am to 12 noon.	        	 	 	 	  
Wednesday mornings. 	 	 	 Tutoring by appointment.	      Maxine Gray          4869-4958	  !
Upcoming events. 
!
!
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Our Education Centre. 
The central point of all our activities for PC and Apple users.
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SHCUG 
AGM 

2 February 
2016

Sheila McInnes 
honoured with 
a certificate. 

After the serious 
side of the AGM 
was done with, 
time  for a little 

socialising 
during 

morning tea in 
unit 5.
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The AGM, held on February 2, went very smoothly. Victor Schweikert did chair the meeting and we like to 
thank him for an excellent job done. We also like to thank Peter Jackson for setting up Scott Hall beforehand 
and for putting all the tables and chairs back again. Morning tea was served in unit 5 and most members who 
did attend came along to sample the cakes and other goodies offered (see page 3).  !
During the AGM a new committee was elected to serve our members for 2016. John Oprey, Treasurer, Wendy 
Ryan, Members Secretary, Ron Hampton, Public Officer and Martina Oprey, committee member, were all re-
elected. Val Dickson was elected as Minutes Secretary and Rodney Andrews as a committee member. !
Sheila McInnes was presented with a certificate of  appreciation for her many years of  help given to SHCUG 
members and HarbisonCare residents (see page 3). Sheila will be missed by many and we hope she will drop by 
at times to keep in touch. !
The committee of  2016 had their first meeting on Friday, 12 February. Rodney chaired the meeting and did 
this so well that he was asked to take on the role of  President, to which he agreed. So once again we have a 
leader, so necessary for the smooth running of  any club. On behalf  of  all members we like to thank Rodney for 
taking on this role.  !
The internet at unit 5/6 has been a problem for several months now and your committee had a long discussion 
about it. As members might know, for well over two years we have been able to connect the HarbisonCare WiFi 
internet system, paying them a monthly fee. This has worked very well for SHCUG, until April last year, when 
HarbisonCare residents were given iPads, 78 we believe. For several weeks now the internet, at times, is very 
slow or not working at all and despite our complaints nothing has changed. It has therefore been decided that 
we need to take action, as it hurts the club. Two choices have been put upon the table and debated. In the next 
two days two committee members will approach HarbisonCare with a fair proposal. Should HarbisonCare not 
be able to accommodate this proposal than we need to go independent again. This option was also discussed. 
Initially it will come with a cost, as the telephone line in unit 5/6 needs to be connected again. The monthly 
cost of  an internet plan (unlimited download) will be much the same as what we now pay to HarbisonCare.  !
Membership renewals stands at 82 and 5 new members joined our club so far this year. We should be very 
happy with this result.  !
Maxine Gray has retired from committee matters but is still active behind the scenes, taking care of  SHCUG’s 
mail-out service, leading the Genealogy group and helping members on a one to one basis. Still a fair load. !
Recently an article was passed onto us with news that Apple recalls power adaptors that were shipped with 
MacBooks, iPads and older models of  iPhones and iPods, between 2003 and 2015. If  you have any of  these 
adaptors you must check inside of  the groove of  the rounded shaped duck-head for a 4 or 5 digit number or 
nothing at all. These duck-heads need to be taken to an Apple store to be exchanged for another, you can also 
contact Apple Care for alternative arrangements (see our Notice Board on page 8).    !
 Your committee. 
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Take note: Microsoft will coerce you into using Windows 10, like it or not. 

Microsoft has broadened its aggressive strategy to force users into using Windows 10. Here are some of  the 
elements of  that policy: 

Using Windows 7 on the latest PCs may no longer be possible. Microsoft has announced that PCs built with 
Intel's latest Skylake chip, and other new architectures in the future, will require the latest version of  Windows 
for support. This doesn't take effect right away; Windows 7 and 8.1 will be supported on older chips until their 
planned end-of-life dates, in 2020 and 2023 respectively.  

They'll also be supported on a yet-to-be-announced list of  specific brands and models of  current Skylake 
devices for the next 18 months. 

- Windows 10 now a recommended update at the Windows Update service. From Jan 1, 2016 Windows 10 has 
become a “Recommended” rather than “Optional” update which means that it will be downloaded 
automatically to most Windows 7, 8 and 8.1 PCs. That’s because most users employ the default Windows 
Update settings on their PC which result in “Recommended” updates being automatically downloaded.    

Thankfully users are still given the choice whether they want to install the downloaded copy of  Windows 
version. How long this will last is anybody’s guess. 

An offensive aspect of  this forced download is that users on internet plans with a low monthly data allowance 
such as those using Telstra 3G and 4G mobile, will end up with a massive 3GB+ Windows 10 download for a 
product they may not even want. 

- Confining new software to the Windows App store may limit your Windows 7 software choices. 

Microsoft is pursuing a policy to induce developers to only offer their products through the app store, a service 
that is not available to Windows 7 users.  It is using a variety of  techniques to do this including preventing 
Windows 10 from installing software without a Microsoft Security certificate.  So this not only encourages the 
developer to use the App Store it discourages them from maintaining a separate Windows 7 version.  The 
writing is on the wall:  the days of  downloading software from download sites or developers’ sites are 
numbered. This is just like what has already happened with the Mac App store. 

So should you simply give in and upgrade to Windows 10? Well you have until July 2016 to decide as that is 
when the free upgrade offer is supposed to expire.  Windows 7 however will remain supported until 2020. If  
you do upgrade how long will Windows 10 be supported for free? Microsoft’s official position is "we will keep 
[Windows 10] current for the supported lifetime of  the device." Informally Microsoft employees have 
mentioned that "two to four years" is the normal lifetime of  a device.  Just what all this actually means is a real 
head-scratcher. 

!
Practical help for Windows users 1. 

The following information was sent to me by Ron Cunnew, and was kindly allowed to be published in our 
newsletter “Keyword” by its author Chris Carver from the Computers-Coffee and Chat group from U3A.

SHCUG members wishing to know more about the above subject or are in need of  help, do pop along to unit 
5, HarbisonCare, Burradoo, on any Monday morning, between 10 and 12 noon and talk to one of  our tutors. 
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Antivirus software could make your computer more vulnerable. 

Since June 2015, researchers have found and reported several dozen serious flaws in antivirus products from 
vendors such as Kaspersky Lab, ESET, Avast, AVG Technologies, Intel Security (formerly McAfee) and 
Malwarebytes. These flaws are not flaws in detecting malware but flaws in the anti-virus programs themselves 
that can be exploited by malware to infect a PC. 

Many of  those vulnerabilities would have allowed attackers to remotely execute malicious code on computers, 
to abuse the functionality of  the antivirus products themselves, to gain higher privileges on compromised 
systems and even to defeat the anti-exploitation defenses of  third-party applications. 

Exploiting some of  those vulnerabilities required no user interaction and could have allowed the creation of  
computer worms -- self-propagating malware programs. In many cases, attackers would have only needed to 
send specially crafted email messages to potential victims, to inject malicious code into legitimate websites 
visited by them, or to plug in USB drives with malformed files into their computers. 

There is not much you can do about this other than be aware that the level of  protection provided anti-virus 
products is much less than the vendors of  these products would have you believe.  As ever, the best protection is 
to practice safe computing as outlined below: 

Keep your Windows system up-to-date by configuring Windows to do automatic updates. Keep your other 
programs up-to-date by using a tool like Secunia Personal Software Inspector. 

Stop using Internet Explorer for browsing the internet as it is a common attack target for malware. Use Google 
Chrome instead or if  you are using Windows 10, then use the Microsoft Edge browser that comes with 
Windows 10. 

Uninstall Adobe Flash, Adobe Reader and Sun Java if  installed on your PC as they are common targets for 
malware attack.  Most users don’t need Java or Flash and the Adobe reader can be replaced by another PDF 
reader such as the free PDF-XChange Viewer. 

Be very careful where you surf. To help you stay away from bad sites, install a browser website rating plug-in 
like the WOT Safe Browsing Tool and make sure you only visit websites rated "Green" by the plug-in. 

Don’t click on email attachments from unknown sources however tempting and attractive such attachments 
may seem. If  you simply must open them, then do so in a sandbox like the free version of  Sandboxie or better 
still, open them in your webmail or in another cloud service like Microsoft OneDrive or Google Docs. 

Only download files from trusted sources such as Microsoft, reputable software developers like Dell, Lenova, 
HP, Mozilla, Source Forge and Google, mainstream download sites such as download.com, file hippo.com, 
major geeks.com and other similar sites. 

Never install programs that friends give you on removable media, unless you have first verified that they are 
clean by submitting them to free web based file scanning services such as Virus Total. 

Never install programs obtained from p2p networks such as BitTorrent as many of  theses files are infected with 
malicious programs. 

Be careful when installing any product not to inadvertently install another unwanted product at the same time. 
Re programs (AKA “PUPS”) offered at every page displaying during installation procedure and uncheck any 
optional programs (AKA “PUPS”) offered. 

!
Practical help for Windows users 2. 
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For many years Preview has been one of  the software programs pre-installed on every iMac or laptop running 
OSX. I first encountered ‘Preview’ years ago on an eMac at our computer club, running OSX Panther (10.3).  !
Preview is one of  those applications that is often overlooked or taken for granted. For many years I have, with 
out noticing, used it whenever I clicked and dragged photos from iPhoto onto my desktop. By double clicking 
the photo, Preview will open it. If  you move the curser over the photo it will change to a +. By holding down 
the mouse button or pressing down on your trackpad the curser changes its shape and by dragging it down will 
give you a dotted frame with a circle at each corner and in the middle of  each side. By placing the curser (+ 
sign) on a circle you will see the + sign change again, making it possible to either enlarge or reduce the size and 
shape of  the dotted frame by pulling or pushing a dot whilst holding down the mouse button or pressing down 
on your track pad. This action does select a section of  the photo that you can now cut (press Command +C) 
and paste (press Command+V) in another document, for example in a TextEdit, Photoshop, iBooks Author or 
Pages document. But there is much more to Preview, as I discovered when I looked at it a bit more closely. !
Preview is not only an image viewer but also a PDF viewer. It enables Apple users to view and to scan and print 
digital images and Portable Document Files, PDF for short, from printers supported by Apple. Preview is also 
able to open many different file types, such as JPG, GIF, BMP, CR2, RAW and PSD, naming just some of  the  
most common types, but there are another 23. When Apple users download our newsletter Keyword from our 
website, it will automatically open with Preview, as it was uploaded to our website in a PDF format. !
When Preview opens an image or a PDF file, we see along the top edge of  the Preview window a menu bar 
with several icons. From left to right these are:  
1 = Window, click this icon and choose from the view options.  
2 = Magnifying glass and - sign, click to reduce image. 
3 = Magnifying glass and +sign, click to enlarge image. 
4 = Rectangle with arrow pointing upwards, click on it to see the share options. 
5 = Is a highlighter, click on it and you can highlight sections of  text of  a PDF document. 
6 = Square with arced line with arrow, click this and you can rotate the image. 
7 = Toolbox, click on it and you will be given a second tool bar. 
8 = Spotlight window. !
The second toolbar has 13 additional icons, from left to right they are: 
1   = Dotted frame, click on it to reveal the choices of  frames and lassos. 
2   = Magic want, click this and drag over image to select all for cut and paste. 
3   = Pencil, click on it to sketch in a freehand mode. 
4   = Marker, click on it to draw an image. 
5   = Square and circle, click on it to reveal choices of  shapes and lines. 
6   = Fancy J, click on it to add your own signature to a document. 
7   = Triangle with brush, click on it to reveal editing tools to adjust and enhance photos.  
8   = 3 horizontal lines, click on it to reveal lines for brush and pen. 
9   = Square with bold outlines, click on it and choose line colour for pen and brush strokes. 
10 = Square with diagonal line through middle, click on it and choose colour for image fill.  
11 = Letter A, click on it to reveal text tools such as font, size, colour, italic, bold ect. !
With all software, in order to understand it and be able to work with the application, you have to be willing to 
spent some time tinkering with it. Any of  our Apple users, who wishes to know more about Preview can ask me 
during our Apple Users Group sessions on Monday afternoons.

Apple users, have a closer look at Preview. 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	                                                                                                            
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 By Martina Oprey                                                                
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Notice Board
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             The  
    Southern Highlands Computer Users Group Inc  

      is proudly sponsored by

!
  

             For sale 
    
     For the Apple collector, 
           White eMac 2003. 
      Very good condition,   
     runs OSX Tiger. !
        A bargen at $10.00 !
 2015committee@gmail.com !

Sharing our IT knowledge 
Have you got a pet subject or a special 

gadget you use a lot?  
If so, do contact your committee. 
We love to run presentations and 

demonstrations on all things IT, but need 
members input. Email suggestions to, !

2015committee@gmail.com

!
  !!!

Apple users please note !
Apple recalls power adaptors. 

The effected Apple adaptors are from MacBooks 
iPads and older iPhones and iPods. !

If  you have a duck-head (rounded) adaptor, slide 
it from the power brick or wall charger and check 

the number in the groove of  the duck-head.  
 If  it has 4 or 5 numbers printed on the 
inside slot or none at all, it needs to be 

replaced. !
 A none affected adaptor has a country code 

written in the groove,e.g. AU, (Australia).  !
If  you have an affected adaptor or are not sure 

how to identify it, please come to the Apple users 
group on Monday afternoons, where help is 

available. 
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